The application discloses an information delivery method and device. The device includes: a receiving module configured to receive information to be delivered and a name of a target task which are sent from a source task; a searching module configured to search, according to the name of the target task, a preset global relationship table for a core number corresponding to the name of the target task; and a sending module configured to search a multi-core system for a core corresponding to the core number and to send the information to be delivered to the task corresponding to the name of the target task in the core. The information delivery method and device provided by the disclosure enable the delivery of information within a multi-core system or between multi-core systems with high reliability.
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INFORMATION DELIVERY METHOD AND DEVICE

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the field of multi-core technologies and more particularly to an information delivery method and device.

BACKGROUND

In existing multi-core systems, each processor consists of a plurality of cores, each of which contains one or more hardware threads. Due to the complexity of services, a communication device consists of service modules of various service types, control modules and switching singleboards, wherein each singleboard employs one or more multi-core processors.

The information communication in an existing multi-core system, as shown in FIG. 1, employs the conventional single-core system processing mode in which information communication is realized for the intra-singleboard or inter-singleboard tasks through IPC (Inter-Process Communication). In the IPC, information communication is achieved based on TCP/IP or memory sharing, however, such an information communication mode cannot embody the advantages of a multi-core system in a multi-core system. With the increase in the number of cores in a multi-core system, the mechanism taking a core as a basic communication unit becomes significantly complicated, when a great amount of information is aggregated to the singleboard of a control plane for being processed, the singleboard of the control plane may be overloaded, leading to a reduction in the reliability of information delivery. In addition, in the IPC mode, the processing workloads of multi-core systems cannot be balanced, making it impossible to achieve a high-efficiency communication when there is a plurality of task instances in the multi-core systems.

SUMMARY

In view of the problem above, the main object of the disclosure is to provide an information delivery method and device to realize the reliable delivery of information within a multi-core system or between multi-core systems.

In order to address the technical problem above, the disclosure provides an information delivery method, which includes the following steps of:

receiving information to be delivered and a name of a target task which are sent from a source task;
searching, according to the name of the target task, a preset global relationship table for a core number corresponding to the name of the target task; and
searching a multi-core system for a core corresponding to the core number and sending the information to be delivered to the task corresponding to the name of the target task in the core.
Preferably, the preset global relationship table may contain a correspondence relationship between a name of a task in the multi-core system and a core number of a core in which the task is contained.
Preferably, the source task and the target task may be contained in a same core of a same multi-core system, or in different cores of a same multi-core system, or in different cores of a same multi-core system, or in cores of different multi-core systems.

Preferably, the target task instance may include one or more target task instances, which are contained in a same core of a same multi-core system, or in different cores of a same multi-core system, or in cores of different multi-core systems.
Preferably, in the information delivery method, when the target task includes a plurality of target task instances, a target task instance may be selected according to a principle of proximity as the target task for the information to be delivered.

The disclosure further provides an information delivery device, which includes:

a receiving module configured to receive information to be delivered and a name of a target task which are sent from a source task;
a searching module configured to search, according to the name of the target task, a preset global relationship table for a core number corresponding to the name of the target task; and
a sending module configured to search a multi-core system for a core corresponding to the core number and to send the information to be delivered to the task corresponding to the name of the target task in the core.
Preferably, the preset global relationship table may contain a correspondence relationship between a name of a task in a multi-core system and a core number of a core in which the task is contained.
Preferably, the source task and the target task may be contained in a same core of a same multi-core system, or in different cores of a same multi-core system, or in cores of different multi-core systems.
Preferably, the target task may include one or more target task instances, which are contained in a same core of a same multi-core system, or in different cores of a same multi-core system, or in cores of different multi-core systems.

The realization of the object, functional features and advantages of the disclosure will be described further by reference to accompanying drawings when read in conjunc-
tion with embodiments. It should be appreciated that the embodiments described herein are merely illustrative of the disclosure but are not to be construed as limiting the disclosure.

Refer to FIG. 2, an embodiment of an information delivery method provided in the disclosure comprises the following steps:

step 101: the information to be delivered and the name of a target task which are sent from a source task are received;

step 102: a preset global relationship table is searched according to the name of the target task for a core number corresponding to the name of the target task; and

step 103: a multi-core system is searched for a core corresponding to the core number, and the information to be delivered is sent to the task corresponding to the name of the target task in the core.

The task corresponding to the name of the target task in the core is the target task.

Further, in the embodiment of the information delivery method, the preset global relationship table contains the correspondence relationship between the name of a task in the multi-core system and the core number of the core in which the task is contained.

In the application of the information delivery method to a multi-core system, the correspondence relationship between a task name and the core number of the core in which the task is contained refers to the correspondence relationship between all the task names in the multi-core system and the core numbers of the cores in which the task names are contained or the correspondence relationship between all the task names in all the multi-core systems which communicate with each other and the core numbers of the cores in which the tasks are contained.

Further, in the embodiment of the information delivery method, the source task and the target task are contained in the same core of the same multi-core system or in different cores of the same multi-core system or in cores of different multi-core systems.

Further, in the embodiment of the information delivery method, the target task includes one or more target task instances which are contained in the same core of the same multi-core system or in different cores of the same multi-core system or in cores of different multi-core systems.

Refer to FIG. 3, assuming that the multi-core system 1 is an independent multi-core system, a core “1”, a core “2” and a core “3” are included therein. Tasks A-1 and C-1 are contained in the core “1”, tasks A-2 and B-1 are contained in the core “2”, and tasks D-1 and E-1 are contained in the core “3”. The preset global relationship table of the multi-core system 1 contains the correspondence relationship between the following task names and the core numbers of the cores in which the tasks are contained: A-1→“1”, A-2→“2”, B-1→“2”, C-1→“1”, D-1→“3” and E-1→“3”.

Refer to FIG. 4, assuming that multi-core systems 1, 2 and 3 are multi-core systems which communicate with each other, the multi-core system 1 includes a core i in which tasks a-1 and b-1 are contained, the multi-core system 2 includes a core ii in which tasks a-2 and d-1 are contained and a core iii in which tasks a-3 and c-1 are contained. The multi-core system 3 includes a core iv in which tasks b-2 and d-2 are contained and a core v in which tasks c-1 and f-1 are contained. The preset global relationship table of the multi-core systems contains the correspondence relationship between the following task names and the core numbers of the cores in which the tasks are contained: a-1→i, a-2→ii, a-3→iii, b-1→i, b-2→iv, c-1→iii, d-1→ii, d-2→iv, e-1→v and f-1→v.

Further, in the embodiment of the information delivery method, when the target task has only one target task instance, the information to be delivered is directly sent to the target task instance.

Further, in the embodiment of the information delivery method, if the target task includes a plurality of target task instances, then a target task instance is selected according to a principle of proximity as the target task for the information to be delivered. The principle of proximity is as follows: the target task instance in the same core as the source task is selected preferentially as the target task for the information to be delivered; if no target task instance is in the same core as the source task, then the target task instance in the same multi-core system as the source task is selected preferentially as the target task for the information to be delivered; if no target task instance is in the same core as the source task or in the same multi-core system as the source task, then the target task instance in a multi-core system different from the multi-core system where the source task is located is selected as the target task for the information to be delivered.

Further, if the source task and the target task are in different multi-core systems or in different cores of the same multi-core system, then one of the target task instances in the target task is selected, according to both the loads and the normality/abnormality condition of the target task instances, as the target task for the information to be delivered.

Take FIG. 4 as an example, assuming that the task d-1 is a source task, the task d-1 needs to send the information to be delivered to a task “a” which includes three task instances a-1, a-2 and a-3, wherein the task a-2 is in the core ii, the task a-3 is in the core iii and the task a-1 is in the core i; the task d-1 is in the core ii. According to the principle of proximity, the target task instance a-2 in the same core as the source task d-1 is preferentially selected as the target task for the information to be delivered. If the target task instance a-2 is abnormal or overloaded, then another target task instance is selected upon the same principle as the target task for the information to be delivered. If the target task instance a-2 is abnormal or overloaded, then the target task instance a-3 in the same multi-core system as the source task d-1 is selected as the target task for the information to be delivered; if the target task instances a-2 and a-3 are both abnormal or overloaded, then the target task instance a-1 in a different multi-core system with respect to the source task is selected as the target task for the information to be delivered.

Take FIG. 4 as an example, assuming that the task c-1 is a source task, the task c-1 needs to send the information to be delivered to the task d, which includes two task instances d-1 and d-2; the source task c-1 and the target task d-1 are in the same multi-core system 2; the task d-2 is in the multi-core system 3. According to the principle of proximity, the task d-1 is preferentially selected as the target task for the information to be delivered; if the task d-1 is abnormal or overloaded, then the task d-2 is selected as the target task for the information to be delivered.

Take FIG. 4 as an example, assuming that the task d-2 is a source task, the task d-2 needs to send the information to be delivered to the task a. The task a includes three task instances a-1, a-2 and a-3, none of which is in the same multi-core system as the source task d-2, the task a-1 being in the multi-core system 1, and the tasks a-2 and a-3 being in the multi-core system 2. If no task instance can be selected according to the principle of proximity, then according to the normality/abnormality condition and the loads of the three task instances of the task a, a normal low-loaded task instance is selected as the target task for the information to be delivered.
The selection based on the principle of proximity improves the speed and efficiency of information delivery, avoids the occurrence of a failed information delivery and guarantees balanced workloads of different task instances of the same task.

Further, in the embodiment of the information delivery method, if the target task includes a plurality of target task instances, then the least-loaded target task instance may be directly searched as the target task for the information to be delivered, without using the principle of proximity. Take FIG. 4 as an example, assuming that the task a-1 is a source task, the task a-1 needs to send the information to be delivered to the task b which has a high-loaded task instance b-1 and a low-loaded task instance b-2. Thus, the task b-2 is selected as the target task for the information to be delivered, and the information to be delivered is sent to the task b-2 in the core iv. If the target task instance selected as the target task is abnormal, then another target task instance is selected upon the same principle as the target task for the information to be delivered, thereby guaranteeing the balanced workloads of different task instances of the same task and preventing the occurrence of a failed information delivery.

The embodiment of the information delivery method can realize the delivery of information within a multi-core system or between multi-core systems with high reliability, improve information delivery speed and efficiency, balance workloads of task instances in a multi-core system and prevents a failed information delivery.

Refer to FIG. 5, an embodiment of an information delivery device 10 is provided in the disclosure, which comprises a receiving module 11, a searching module 12 and a sending module 13. The receiving module 11 is configured to receive the information to be delivered and the name of a target task which are sent from a source task; the searching module 12 is configured to search, according to the name of the target task, a preset global relationship table for a core number corresponding to the name of the target task; and the sending module 13 is configured to search a multi-core system for a core corresponding to the core number, and to send the information to be delivered to the task corresponding to the name of the target task in the core.

The task corresponding to the name of the target task in the core is the target task.

Further, in the embodiment of the information delivery device, the preset global relationship table contains the correspondence relationship between the name of a task in the multi-core system and the core number of the core in which the task is contained.

In the application of the information delivery device 10 in a multi-core system, the correspondence relationship between the task name and the core number of the core in which the task is contained refers to the correspondence relationship between all the task names in the multi-core system and the core numbers of the cores in which the task names are contained or the correspondence relationship between all the task names in all the multi-core systems which communicate with each other and the core numbers of the cores in which the tasks are contained.

Further, in the embodiment of the information delivery device, the source task and the target task are contained in the same core of the same multi-core system or in different cores of the same multi-core system or in cores of different multi-core systems.

Further, in the embodiment of the information delivery device, the target task includes one or more target task instances which are contained in the same core of the same multi-core system or in different cores of the same multi-core system or in cores of different multi-core systems.

Refer to FIG. 6, assuming that the multi-core system 1 is an independent multi-core system provided with the information delivery device 10 according to the disclosure. Cores “1”, “2” and “3” are included in the multi-core system 1. Tasks A-1 and C-1 are contained in the core “1”, tasks A-2 and B-1 are contained in the core “2”, and tasks D-1 and E-1 are contained in the core “3”. The preset global relationship table of the multi-core system 1 contains the correspondence relationship between the following task names and the core numbers of the cores in which the tasks are contained: A-1→“1”, A-2→“2”, B-1→“2”, C-1→“1”, D-1→“3” and E-1→“3”. To send the information to be delivered, the source task first sends the information to be delivered and the name of the target task to the information delivery device 10, then, the information delivery device 10 determines a core number corresponding to the name of the target task from the preset global relationship table according to the name of the target task, searches the multi-core system 1 for a core corresponding to the core number and sends the information to be delivered to the task corresponding to the name of the target task in the core.

Refer to FIG. 7, assuming that the multi-core systems 1, 2 and 3 are multi-core systems which communicate with each other and each of which is provided with the information delivery device 10 according to the disclosure. The multi-core system 1 includes a core i in which tasks a-1 and b-1 are contained. The multi-core system 2 includes a core ii in which tasks a-2 and d-1 are contained and a core iii in which tasks a-3 and c-1 are contained. The multi-core system 3 includes a core iv in which tasks b-2 and d-2 are contained and a core v in which tasks e-1 and f-1 are contained. The preset global relationship table of the multi-core systems contains the correspondence relationship between the following task names and the core numbers of the cores in which the tasks are contained: a-1→i, a-2→ii, a-3→iii, b-1→i, b-2→iv, c-1→iii, d-1→ii, d-2→iv, e-1→v and f-1→v. Similarly, to send the information to be delivered, the source task first sends the information to be delivered and the name of the target task to the information delivery device 10, then, the information delivery device 10 determines a core number corresponding to the name of the target task from the preset global relationship table according to the name of the target task, searches the multi-core systems 1, 2 and 3 for a core corresponding to the core number and sends the information to be delivered to the task corresponding to the name of the target task in the core.

Further, in the embodiment of the information delivery device, if the target task has only one target task instance, then the information to be delivered is directly sent to the target task instance.

Further, in the embodiment of the information delivery device, the searching module 12 is further configured to select, if the target task includes a plurality of target task instances, a target task instance according to a principle of proximity as the target task for the information to be delivered. The principle of proximity is as follows: the target task instance in the same core as the source task is selected preferentially as the target task for the information to be delivered; if there is no target task instance in the same core as the source task, then the target task instance in the same multi-core system as the source task is selected preferentially as the target task for the information to be delivered; if no target task instance is in the same core as the source task or in the same multi-core system as the source task, then the target task instance in a multi-core system different from the multi-core
system where the source task is located is selected as the target task for the information to be delivered.

Further, if the source task and the target task are in different multi-core systems or in the different cores of the same multi-core system, then the information delivery device 10 may select one of the target task instances of the target task, according to the loads and the normality/abnormality condition of the target task instances, as the target task for the information to be delivered.

Take FIG. 7 as an example, assuming that the task d-1 is a source task, the task d-1 needs to send the information to be delivered to a task "a", which includes three task instances a-1, a-2 and a-3. First, the task d-1 sends the information to be delivered and the name "a" of the target task to the information delivery device 10. The information delivery device 10 finds, according to the name "a" of the target task, core numbers i, ii and iii (numbers of the cores containing the target task a) corresponding to the name "a" of the target task in the preset global relationship table. Then, the information delivery device 10 searches the multi-core systems 1, 2 and 3 for cores i, ii and iii corresponding to the core numbers i, ii and iii. The task a-2 is in the core ii, the task a-3 is in the core iii, the task a-1 is in the core i, and the task d-1 is in the core ii. According to the principle of proximity, the information delivery device 10 preferentially selects the target task instance a-2 in the same core as the source task d-1 as the target task of for information to be delivered and then sends the information to be delivered to the task a-2 in the core ii. If the target task instance a-2 is normal or overloaded, then, another target task instance is selected upon the same principle as the target task for the information to be delivered. That is, if the target task instance a-2 is abnormal or overloaded, the information delivery device 10 preferentially selects the target task instance a-3 in the same multi-core system as the source task d-1 as the target task for the information to be delivered and then sends the information to be delivered to the task a-3 in the core iii. If the target task instances a-2 and a-3 are both abnormal or overloaded, then the information delivery device 10 selects the target task instance a-1 in a different multi-core system with respect to the source task d-1 as the target task for the information to be delivered and then sends the information to be delivered to the task a-1 in the core i. That is, when the target task instance selected as the target task is abnormal or overloaded and there are two or more other target task instances, then one of the other target task instances is selected upon the same principle as the target task for the information to be delivered, thus improving information delivery speed and efficiency and avoiding the occurrence of a failed information delivery.

Take FIG. 7 as an example, assuming that the task c-1 is a source task, the task c-1 needs to send the information to be delivered to a task d which includes two task instances d-1 and d-2. First, the task c-1 sends the information to be delivered and the name "d" of the target task to the information delivery device 10, and the information delivery device 10 finds, according to the name "d" of the target task, core numbers ii and iv (numbers of the cores containing the target task d) corresponding to the name "d" of the target task in the preset global relationship table. Then, the information delivery device 10 searches the multi-core systems 1, 2 and 3 for cores ii and iv corresponding to the core numbers ii and iv. The source task c-1 is in the core iii, the task d-1 is in the core ii which is in the same multi-core system 2 as the core iii; the task d-2 is in the core iv of the multi-core system 3. According to the principle of proximity, the information delivery device 10 preferentially selects the task d-1 as the target task for the information to be delivered and then sends the information to be delivered to the task d-1. If the task d-1 is abnormal or overloaded, then the information delivery device 10 selects the task d-2 as the target task for the information to be delivered and then sends the information to be delivered to the task d-2. Take FIG. 7 as an example, assuming that the task d-2 is a source task, the task d-2 needs to send the information to be delivered to the task "a", which includes three task instances a-1, a-2 and a-3. First, the task d-2 sends the information to be delivered and the name "a" of the target task to the information delivery device 10, and the information delivery device 10 finds, according to the name "a" of the target task, core numbers i, ii and iii (numbers of the cores containing the target task "a") corresponding to the name "a" of the target task in the preset global relationship table. Then, the information delivery device 10 searches the multi-core systems 1, 2 and 3 for cores i, ii and iii corresponding to the core numbers i, ii and iii. None of the task instances a-1, a-2 and a-3 of the task a is in the same core as the source task d-2 or in the same multi-core system, the task a-1 is in the multi-core system 1, and tasks a-2 and a-3 are in the multi-core system 2. If the information delivery device 10 cannot select a task instance according to the principle of proximity, then the information delivery device 10 selects, according to the normality or abnormality condition and the loads of the three task instances of the task "a", a normal low-loaded task instance as the target task for the information to be delivered.

By selecting a target task according to the principle of proximity, the information delivery device 10 improves the speed and efficiency of information delivery, avoids the occurrence of a failed information delivery and guarantees balanced workloads of different task instances of the same task.

Further, if the target task includes a plurality of target task instances, the embodiment of the information delivery device 10 directly selects the least-loaded target task instance as the target task for the information to be delivered, without using the principle of proximity. Take FIG. 7 as an example, assuming that the task a-1 is a source task, the task a-1 needs to send the information to be delivered to the task d. First, the task a-1 sends the information to be delivered and the name "d" of the target task to the information delivery device 10, and the information delivery device 10 finds, according to the name "d" of the target task, core numbers ii and iv (numbers of the cores containing the target task d) corresponding to the name "d" of the target task in the preset global relationship table. Then, the information delivery device 10 searches the multi-core systems 1, 2 and 3 for cores ii and iv corresponding to the core numbers ii and iv. As the task d has a high-loaded task instance d-1 in the core ii and a low-loaded task d-2 in the core iv, the task d-2 in the core iv is selected as the target task for the information to be delivered, the information delivery device 10 sends the information to be delivered to the task d-2 in the core iv. If the target task instance d-2 selected as the target task is abnormal, then the information delivery device sends the information to be delivered to the task d-1 in the core ii. If the target task instance selected as the target task is abnormal and there are two or more other target task instances, then one of the other target task instances is selected upon the same principle as the target task for the information to be delivered, thus guaranteeing the balanced workloads of different task instances of the same task and preventing the occurrence of a failed information delivery.

The embodiment of the information delivery device can realize the delivery of information within a multi-core system or between multi-core systems with high reliability, improve
the speed and efficiency of information delivery, balance workloads of task instances in a multi-core system and prevent a failed information delivery.

In the disclosure, when the multi-core system is an independent multi-core system, the information delivery device configured in the multi-core system maintains one preset global relationship table independently. If the multi-core systems refer to a plurality of multi-core systems communicating with each other, then each multi-core system is provided with an information delivery device which maintains a preset global relationship table separately, or only one information delivery device is selected to maintain a preset global relationship table. If each information delivery device maintains a preset global relationship table respectively, then the preset global relationship tables in the information delivery devices need to be synchronized.

It should be appreciated that the above-mentioned embodiments are only preferred ones of the disclosure but not to be construed as limiting the scope of the disclosure, and that any equivalent structure or flow modification devised without departing from the content disclosed in the specification or accompanying drawings and any direct or indirect application of the disclosure to other related technical field belongs to the protection scope of the disclosure.

The invention claimed is:

1. An information delivery method, comprising:
   receiving information to be delivered and a name of a target task which are sent from a source task, wherein the target task includes one or more target task instances, which are contained in a same core of a same multi-core system, or in different cores of a same multi-core system, or in cores of different multi-core systems;
   searching, according to the name of the target task, a preset global relationship table for a core number corresponding to the name of the target task; and
   searching a multi-core system for a core corresponding to the core number and sending the information to be delivered to the task corresponding to the name of the target task in the core,
   wherein when the target task includes a plurality of target task instances, a target task instance is selected according to a principle of proximity as the target task for the information to be delivered.

2. The information delivery method according to claim 1, wherein
   the preset global relationship table contains a correspondence relationship between a name of a task in the multi-core system and a core number of a core in which the task is contained.

3. The information delivery method according to claim 2, wherein
   the source task and the target task are contained in a same core of a same multi-core system, or in different cores of a same multi-core system, or in cores of different multi-core systems.

4. An information delivery device, comprising:
   a memory, configured to store instructions;
   a processor, configured to perform the operations of, by executing the instructions stored in the memory,
   receiving information to be delivered and a name of a target task which are sent from a source task, wherein the target task includes one or more target task instances, which are contained in a same core of a same multi-core system, or in different cores of a same multi-core system, or in cores of different multi-core systems;
   searching, according to the name of the target task, a preset global relationship table for a core number corresponding to the name of the target task; and
   searching a multi-core system for a core corresponding to the core number and to send the information to be delivered to the task corresponding to the name of the target task in the core,
   wherein when the target task includes a plurality of target task instances, a target task instance is selected according to a principle of proximity as the target task for the information to be delivered.

5. The information delivery device according to claim 4, wherein
   the preset global relationship table contains a correspondence relationship between a name of a task in the multi-core system and a core number of a core in which the task is contained.

6. The information delivery device according to claim 5, wherein
   the source task and the target task are contained in a same core of a same multi-core system, or in different cores of a same multi-core system, or in cores of different multi-core systems.